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The purpose of this six-week field experience is to focus on the complex dimensions of social and cultural engagement in classroom learning. 
The student' s field experience dossier and her/his participation in the field placement shoold provide evidence of a growing ability to act 
thoughtfully in the classroom and within the school community, and a deepening understanding oflearners and of the enactment of cuniculum 
and pedagogical relationships within a whole class environment The narrative assessment should address the student teacher's growth in the 
11mt1~mabibt;y to plan for, implement and assess learning. It should also comment on the student teacher 's growth in relation to the Teaching 
Quality Standard (Draft, 2016), including the student's own goal setting reflections throughoot field experience. The following report on the 
students work should be organized in relation to the questions: Where is tire work parucuJan, stro111! What c,,u/d the :rtMdmtdo lo fart/u,r 
/rerAus profanonalrrowth and dn.lopmmt! You may also want to consider the elements assessed as part of the midterm assessment. 

It has been a pleasure having Kelsey Noble's collaboration in my classes for her U of C third semester 
education practicum. Kelsey has exhibited tremendous growth in her educational understanding during 
her time of observing and teaching. She demonstrated a high level of professionalism, organization and 
dedication to the teaching profession. Kelsey consistently communicated openly and respectfully with all 
stakeholders including students, parents (student/ teacher conferences), volunteers (the musical), and 
all staff. Coordinating her time and ideas with mine, she was always open, flexible, adaptable and sensitive 
towards the direction of the curriculum in my classes. Kelsey demonstrated well organized and detailed 
lesson plans for every class that she taught. During our daily debrief meetings, she was able to realistically 
look at the strengths and weaknesses of her lessons and took feedback well, applying new ideas and 
suggestions to enhance her development as a conscientious teacher. Moreover, Kelsey took on learning 
the guitar and some aspects of computer software (Adobe Illustrator and Animate). This enabled her 
towards effectively communicating concepts that she taught through a variety of very creative activities 
within her lesson plans. Kelsey fostered a very affirming learning environment and showed great care for 
students by making a point of connecting with them personally. Through all of her experiences, Kelsey 
also furthered her understanding of classroom management practices and routines. While she was 
successful in this area, she will continue to grow as she finds her balance regarding her classroom 
expectations and maintaining positive relationships with her students. I look forward to working with 
Kelsey again next semester as she embarks upon the next step in her educational journey. 
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